29.03.2021

DQ11WCA
Naturpark nördl. oberpf. Wald DLFF-0093
Castle Plössberg DL-04900
A
After
two sunny days with
n
biking and heab
vvy feet I switcched back to
my second pasm
ssion, ham-radio. After work
d
I moved behind
tthe city of Tirschenreuth
near the castle
n
of Plössberg.
o
Was there last
W
yyear in autumn
but very bad
b
cconditions, one
of my badest
o
ccastle activitties ever. So
tthis time used
same location
like two years ago at the end of the village in a wooden-area. Started at 1440 UTC with OE6BFF as first station
and was very long time active on the same frequency. Around 140 stations was done there in a row before I left
to 30 meters. 20 again almost nothing and finally moved back for a good run on 40 meter CW. There were some
cluster spots the days before from german stations why only contacts outside DL. Answer is very easy. 40 meters
didn´t allow any short distance contacts during the past activitites. Not only germany also czech republic and
austria only a small number of stations made it into the log. However this time also coming to the end of the
operation also 40 meters opened for short-distance contacts. So mainly in the CW-portion of the band I was able
to get a lot of germany finally in the log.
Total activity-time were 2 hours 20 minutes and the total reached
number were 253 QSO with 242 unique stations.
90 in CW and 163 in SSB.
35 countries reached with the top leading on Nr.1 Italy (39), Nr. 2 Germany (32), Nr. 3 Poland (29), Nr. 4 Ukraine (19), Nr. 5 Belgium (17).
Last QSO was at 1659 with IK2IQC
Thanks for calling in and cu soon on the bands, stay healthy.
73, 44, 11 Manfred DF6EX Team DAØCW
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Activities from nature-parks, nature-reserves, nature-monuments and castles
with green power under the calls:
DAØCW / DAØWCA / OK8WFF / DP44WCA / DQ11WCA / DR1ØWCA / DP7COTA

